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Xenarthra Adaptation Scavenger Hunt Find something long and narrow like an Anteater’s nose, that could help you to breath while you’re swimming!



Find something that could help you camouflage like the Sloth’s algae-covered green fur.



Look for something that can help you grip or balance, like an Anteater’s tail.



Search for something Search for something with many compartments long and sticky or long like a Sloth’s stomach! and barbed like an Anteater’s tongue. Could it help you catch things?



Find something that can help protect your body like the Armadillo’s bony plates.



Search for something that helps you to jump or bounce just like an Armadillo does to scare off predators.



Anteaters don’t have teeth, but they do have long mouths and strong stomach muscles. Find something that helps you to eat!



Search for something that would help you climb a tree like a Sloth’s curved claws. Remember: don’t climb a tree without the permission of a grownup!



Find something that could Search for something that break apart an ant hill or helps you to dig like an Armadillo’s claws. a termite mound like an Anteater’s claws. Remember to be careful and stay safe with what you’ve found!
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Xenarthra Adaptation Scavenger Hunt Cheat Sheet for Parents and Teachers Anteater’s Nose: Snorkel, drinking straw



Sloth’s Fur: camouflage clothing or fabric, makeup, faux fur, blankets



Sloth’s Stomach: tackle box, craft box, cargo pants, bag with lots of pockets



Armadillo’s Bony Plates: Anteater’s Tongue: Velcro, tape, party blower bike helmet, hard hat, knee pads, elbow pads, various sports equipment.



Armadillo’s Jumping or Bouncing Behavior: pogo stick, exercise ball, feet, trampoline



Sloth’s Claws: hands, carabiner clip, gloves, rope (Please approve and supervise any attempts at tree climbing!)



Anteater’s Claws: shovel, trowel, gardening claw, hammer (Remember: safety first!)



Armadillo’s Claws: shovel, trowel, gardening claw, hands, stick, spoon (Remember: safety first!)
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Anteater’s Tail: bike with a kickstand, crutches, walking stick, rubber coated work gloves, baseball batting glove



Anteater’s Mouth/Stomach: drinking straw, utensils like a fork and knife.
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